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Abstract: We present a survey of operational methods for walkability analysis and evaluation, 

which we hold to show promise as decision-support tools for sustainability-oriented planning and 

urban design. An initial overview of the literature revealed a subdivision of walkability studies into 

three main lines of research: transport and land use, urban health, and livable cities. A further 

selection of articles from the Scopus and Web of Science databases focused on scientific papers that 

deal with walkability evaluation methods and their suitability as planning and decision-support 

tools. This led to the definition of a taxonomy to systematize and compare the methods with regard 

to factors of walkability, scale of analysis, attention on profiling, aggregation methods, spatialization 

and sources of data used for calibration and validation. The proposed systematization aspires to 

offer to non-specialist but competent urban analysts a guide and an orienteering, to help them 

integrate walkability analysis and evaluation into their research and practice. 

Keywords: walkability; planning support tool; review; walkability measurement; walkability 

evaluation 

 

1. Introduction 

We present a survey of operational methods for walkability analysis and evaluation, which we 

hold to show promise as decision-support tools for sustainable-oriented planning and urban design. 

We made an effort to make the survey itself as operational as possible in order to help non-specialist 

but competent urban analysts to orient themselves and to assist them in meaningfully integrating 

walkability analysis in their research and practice. 

Urban planning and design centered on pedestrians—attentive to their needs, behaviors and 

perceptions—is receiving a growing attention among scholars, practitioners, and public policy-

makers involved in the discussion on sustainability [1–8]. 

Within that, the concept of walkability has come to occupy a pivotal theoretical and operational 

role. From being considered a mere question of accessibility analysis applied to pedestrians, the 

concept of walkability has through debate and practice evolved in a richer, more nuanced, 

intrinsically multidimensional description of the relationships and interactions among pedestrians, 

urban space, and its social practices of use. 

The concept of accessibility, well established in transportation studies, essentially focuses on the 

potential of interaction [9] within (urban) space in terms of distances and affordances to reach and 

partake in urban opportunities (access to goods, services, activities, employment opportunities and 

engagement in public life). But, to assess how “walkable” a place is, it may not be enough to just 
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observe the distribution and the distances of opportunities in space, perhaps in relation to the 

configuration of the road network and the available transportation options. A growing body of 

research points at the need to better and more analytically understand other factors that shape the 

relationships between individuals and urban space: factors related to the quality of the built 

environment, its conduciveness to be walked and traversed, its capacity to attract and encourage 

pedestrian mobility in the everyday life, and in general to stimulate people to use and engage with 

the city [7,10–12]. In many of these studies, besides a question of pedestrian accessibility, walkability 

is presented as an important factor and catalyst of people’s wellbeing and of their overall urban 

capabilities [13].  

Truth be told, many of the essential ideas condensed in the concept of walkability are far from 

new. Arguments on their bearing on planning and urban design have been around since the mid-

twentieth century, championed by scholars like Jane Jacobs, Kevin Lynch, even Camillo Sitte [14–17], 

and extensively intertwined in the debate on urban quality of life, spatial justice and the right to the 

city [18–20]. 

What is new, roughly in the last fifteen to twenty years, is the proliferation of attempts to 

operationalize the concept of walkability, to develop formal metrics, audit protocols, evaluation 

methods and tools for design and decision support [2,21–26]. In addition to the growing interest 

within the theoretical debate, this operational turn was certainly spurred, on one hand, by the 

increased availability of open geodata, by the development of processing tools and computational 

techniques, and by the greater capacities of nowadays computer; and, on the other hand, it was 

motivated by the growing need for effective tools (and models) to support urban planning and 

decision-making processes concerning alternative spatial development strategies.  

The literature on walkability is abundant and includes several survey and review articles [3,23–

25,27–29]. With respect to the available survey studies, the specific focus of this work is to provide as 

much an operational guidance to urban analysts. Therefore, the selection and the systematization of 

methods and tools for walkability assessment in this study is grounded on a set of criteria 

(multidimensionality, operationality, transferability and usability, which we describe below), in 

order to provide orienteering and guidance on those methods and tools we believe may prove to be 

of the greatest interest and most readily off-the-shelf for use as tools for planning decision and design 

support. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe different lines of research that 

characterize the body of literature on walkability and the spatial factors most often employed in 

walkability assessments. In Section 3 we present the overall design and the procedure we employed 

to select walkability evaluation methods for our survey, based on the criteria of multidimensionality, 

operationality, transferability and usability. Section 4 illustrates the taxonomy we developed to 

categorize and compare the selected methods for walkability analysis and evaluation. The primary 

output of the survey is the summary table of the selected methods classified according to the 

proposed taxonomy, which we report at the end of Section 4. A discussion of the results of the 

classification is proposed in Section 5, before some concluding remarks. 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. Lines of Research on Walkability, A Primer 

Within the growing body of literature on walkability we can distinguish three lines of 

investigation, although overlapping abounds and thrive. 

One first large set of studies focuses on examining the relationships between the walking 

behaviors and the features of physical environment (e.g., see [2,16,29–37]). 

The working hypothesis here is that features of the built environment influence how people 

choose to travel to work, for leisure, and for active transportation. Positive associations between 

physical environment and active transportation were found in different geographical contexts, as 

reported in several reviews articles [25,28,29,38].  
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Some studies further investigate the connections between walking behavior, built environment 

and health [39–42]. For example, Van Dyck et al. [43,44] found that overall walkability and residential 

density were positively associated with physical activity. Other studies found positive relations 

between built environment and physical and mental health, as well as life satisfaction [27,45]. 

Sundquist et al. [46] analyzed moderate to vigorous physical activity and found an association 

between the frequency of the physical activity and the neighborhood walkability in a Swedish 

context. Frank et al. [4] assessed how levels of physical activity are related to the measurable aspects 

of the physical environment near the participant’s home, and found that individuals in the highest 

walkability quartile neighborhoods were 2.4 times more likely to do more than 30 minutes of physical 

activity per day. The relationship between traffic safety environmental determinants and health was 

also investigated and gave evidence to various features that influence the risk of pedestrian accidents 

and hence people’s propension to walk [47,48].  

A second line of research explores the importance of individual differences, subjective values, 

and preferences for their behavior and perceptions as pedestrians. It stands as an important body of 

research since it contributes to the understanding of factors different individuals assign importance 

to for their walk experience [49–51]. Furthermore, the study of differences in individual 

characteristics and needs helps to understand how people’s abilities influence their use of urban 

space and their life in cities. In this group, we find many studies focusing on factors of walkability 

for particular categories of people, for example children [39,52] or the elderly [27,53], or people with 

disabilities [54] or individuals from different cultural background [55]. 

Finally, a third line of scholarship aims at framing walkability in more general terms of people’s 

capabilities and quality of life. Walkability is seen as an important factor in human capabilities [10], 

a determinant of the quality of life in cities, and a contribution to the development of cities’ social 

capital [56–59]. Here, assessing urban walkability is strongly instrumental for the evaluation of 

people’s overall capabilities and their quality of life, by revealing if and how they can reach services, 

activities, and opportunities by foot and participate in urban life.  

2.2. Spatial Factors of Walkability 

Several attributes related to the physical features of the built environment usually play a 

prominent role as factors for the evaluation of urban walkability. Among factors most responsible for 

the conduciveness of urban space to walk—thus supporting or discouraging the act of walking— 

there are differences in the nature of the attributes measured (measurable environmental features, or 

self-reported behaviors and perceptions, or evaluative judgements of environmental qualities that 

affect people’s subjective experience of space), in the spatial scale of observation, in the precision of 

the data collection, and in the method adopted to capture different relevant environmental 

dimensions [26,27,56,60,61]. 

While recognizing the multidimensional nature of walkability, Forsyth [3] warns about the 

diversity of implications the concept can have on urban design and planning policies and thus warns 

about their incorporation in decision-support systems. Similarly, Krizek [62] stresses how 

conceptually important and operationally appropriate it is to assign walkability measurement and 

assessment methods a multidimensional character, that is, “the ability to capture multiple scales and 

multiple dimensions”. The wide range of features included in the assessment models require the 

organization into dimensional categories. 

Since the seminal study of Cervero and Kockelman [63], who proposed the so called “3Ds 

layout” (Density, Diversity and Design), the list of environmental features has gradually expanded 

to include many other important factors related to the urban form and functioning, as well as to the 

behavioral characteristics of pedestrians [28,64]. The research by Gardner et al. [65] for the 

metropolitan area of London represents a first effort to systematize the desirable attributes of a 

walking environment into five qualities known as the “5Cs” (connected, convenient, comfortable, 

convivial and conspicuous), which include early stages of individual perception (i.e., disposition of 

urban environment to promote social interaction and to accommodate people with different abilities). 

Similarly, the environmental audit method and walkability index of Pikora et al. [66,67] includes 
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objective and subjective factors with great detail, with variables divided into four groups: functional, 

safety, aesthetic and destination. Likewise, Su et al. [68] has proposed an articulation of built 

environment variables into five groups (connectivity, accessibility, suitability, serviceability, and 

perceptibility), while the method developed by Ruiz-Padillo et al. [50] combined variables into two 

main categories: safety and security, and convenience and attractiveness. 

Another important contribution to the categorization of the environmental factors of walkability 

is given by Ewing and Handy [12], who assemble conventional aspects such as activity and 

transportation factors, urban design attributes and travel behavior, together with some less directly 

measurable aspects of the cityscape (imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency, complexity) 

which affect the experience and the perception of persons during a walk. Consistent with this 

approach is also the definition for a pedestrian-friendly environment given by Forsyth [3], whose 

principal environmental requirements consist of traversability, compactness, safety and physical 

enticement and act as preconditions of perceived outcomes of walking, such as liveliness, sustainable 

transportation options, or physical activity motivation. Another extensive walkability framework is 

proposed by Zuniga-Teran et al. [69], who developed a modified version of the more comprehensive 

LEED-ND neighborhood sustainability assessment method. This framework centered on dividing 

walkability groups neighborhood design elements into nine categories (connectivity, land use, 

density, traffic safety, surveillance, parking, experience, greenspace, and community).  

In general, in the past two decades, we have seen an important effort to combine spatial and 

functional attributes of the built environment with pedestrian characteristics and behaviors such as 

individual perceptions, preferences, attitudes, and conduct in urban space according to one’s 

abilities. Many studies resorts to both data collected on the field (by mean of audit and GIS supported 

data mining) and data derived from respondents (mainly collected through surveys, questionnaires, 

or interviews).  

One relevant difference among the methods resides in how the factors of walkability have been 

operationalized in the measurements [24,26,34,60]. Since qualitative data are often more appropriate 

to capture the effective behavioral aspects, they are commonly used to supplement, validate, and 

explain quantitative data gathered in a given environment; therefore, qualitative data are often 

employed for calibrating and validating analytical and assessment models. Quantitative analysis, on 

the other hand, are more suitable to objectively identify and quantify the descriptive aspects of the 

built environment (distinguishing characteristics, features, and elemental properties) and to yield 

statistical evidence of the relationships among observed features and the strength of such 

relationships.  

Undoubtedly, the possibility of combining objective with subjective data, as well as quantitative 

and qualitative analytical techniques, permits a more complete and specific description and 

understanding of the processes (elements, their interactions, and relative weights) which influence 

walking in urban areas [70]. Therefore, the combination of methodologies, namely triangulation in 

the operational research theory, turns out to be a powerful way to gain insights and to assist scholars 

and practitioners in making inferences and in drawing conclusions [71,72]. This approach is 

particularly effective and useful in addressing planning and decision-making processes sensitive to 

the behavioral concerns of urban space, as it allows us to recognize and explore the relationships 

between the physical environment and the human responses to that environment. 

3. Survey Design 

3.1. Search Strategy 

For the preliminary selection of the walkability assessment methods, we carried out an extensive 

search on Google Scholar, Elsevier’s Scopus and Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science for papers on 

the measurement and evaluation of walkability for planning and design support. We searched for 

scientific literature using keywords “walkability”, “measur*”, and “planning support”, and similar 

or related terms like “pedestrian access”, “evaluation”, “assessment”, and “decision making”. The 

search results were rather numerous and have increased substantially since 2011 (Table 1), thus 
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confirming the growing interest in the topic. The academic areas mostly represented (with more than 

ten papers) were: medicine, social sciences, environmental science, nursing, engineering, health 

professions, arts and humanities. 

Table 1. Number of papers for keywords and year range. 

 Walkability 
“Walkability” 

+ “Measure” 

“Walkability” 

+ “Planning 

Support” 

“Walkability” 

+ “Evaluation” 

Scopus     

(2000–2005) 26 9 - 4 

(2006–2010) 193 92 - 19 

(2011–2016) 739 347 5 54 

(2017–2019) 555 247 4 36 

Web of 

Science 
    

(2000–2005) 20 8 2 3 

(2006–2010) 182 93 7 11 

(2011–2016) 810 393 42 37 

(2017–2019) 561 274 43 36 

Google 

Scholar 
    

(2000–2005) 1070 746 9 540 

(2006–2010) 4570 2750 46 2410 

(2011–2016) 14,700 11,700 254 8340 

(2017–2019) 9500 5210 141 4790 

All the employed sources (we considered thematic articles published in recent years in peer 

reviewed journals, together with review papers and book chapters) have been useful for identifying 

the most widely used walkability measurement and evaluation methods and obtaining a preliminary 

overview of the operational advancements accomplished in the last two decades. 

3.2. Study Selection 

Titles and abstract were screened for the eligibility of papers. All the articles with irrelevant titles 

and abstracts were excluded. Then, we selected only those papers which presented a method that 

offered an actual contribution to operationalizing the concept of walkability and those with the aim 

to support urban planning and design and decision-making processes. 

In line with the aim of this paper, a second round examination considered the adherence of each 

study to a list of requirements distinctive of decision-support systems defined on the base of the 

literature about decision-support systems and on the academic and professional experience of the 

authors. The structural characteristics of the methods used as criteria of inclusion are described in 

Section 3.3. This analysis led to 47 methods and tools (see Table S1 in the online supplemental 

materials). 

Finally, we develop a taxonomy for an in-depth examination of the selected walkability 

measurement and evaluation methods.  

Since some studies adopted the same walkability measurement method, a final subset of 30 

methods was selected to be analyzed according to our taxonomy. The list cannot be considered 

exhaustive, but it provides a reasonable overview of the current main trends in the literature on the 

methods for walkability evaluation and decision and design support. 

3.3. Criteria of Inclusion 

For the selection, we considered methods which meet the requirements of multidimensionality, 

operationality, transferability, and immediate usability. Scholars and practitioners in the field of 
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decision support acknowledge these qualities as critical for the effectiveness of the operational tools 

[73–76].  

More precisely, the selected studies: 

 Develop an operational method for the evaluation of walkability, offering an explicit 

measurement procedure and/or algorithm for the analysis and assessment of urban walkability; 

 Adopt a multidimensional approach to the walkability measurement that considers the main 

factors of walkability usually mentioned in literature (tools for partial evaluation of just a few 

factors of walkability were excluded); 

 Are reasonably user-friendly, usable, and transferable to different urban contexts; we considered 

the type and availability of data used, their ease and quickness to collection and clarity of 

implementation with the greatest importance given to the possibility of automation;  

 Observe accuracy and details in the analysis and outcomes; the scale of data used for 

measurement, the precision of data gathering, and the characteristics and quality of results are 

indicators of this requirement; 

 Pay attention to the quality of presentation, readability, and meaningful interpretation of the 

outputs and results of evaluations (methods and tools producing detailed spatialized outputs 

were privileged); 

 Take into account human diversity: values, preferences, characteristics are important to consider 

not only for the legitimization of a policy, but also for a participative and active definition of the 

knowhow of policy-makers and citizens; these data are predominately subjective, so we selected 

methods which use or envisage their use for the calibration and validation of the model; 

 Give the possibility not only to analyze but also to evaluate and consciously choose between 

alternatives; the possibility to spatialize results and the detail of outcomes are useful support for 

decision making. 

4. A Taxonomy for Walkability Evaluation Models for Planning and Decision Support  

We propose a taxonomy to analyze the selected methods with respect to their potential 

applicability and usefulness as tools for decision and design support. 

With this taxonomy, we strive to guide the urban analyst in the examination and selection of a 

decision-support tool for the analysis of walkability-oriented policies. 

In the following subsections, we define the terms of the taxonomy we have developed in order 

to present, compare, and classify the selected methods. Besides its expediency for comparing 

methods, we have devised this taxonomy also as the set of requirements we suggest that a planning 

support system should possess in order to be an effective guide for a comprehensive and integrated 

improvement of urban walkability, and hence of the urban quality of life. 

The main elements of the taxonomy, described in following subsections, are: 

 The (spatial) “factors of walkability” indicative of the multidimensional approach and the 

analytical precision observed (family, type, method, and scale of data processed) (Table 2 in 

subsection 4.1);  

 The possibility of “profiling” among different categories of people, which reveals an attention 

to human diversity (subsection 4.2);  

 The “aggregation model” used, which is useful to implement the method but also to increase 

awareness about its methodological values and limitations (subsection 4.3);  

 The “spatial” scale of results, giving information about the accuracy of the evaluation and its 

relating significance and value (subsection 4.4);  

 The data used for the “calibration and validation” of the model, indicative of the reliability of 

the walkability model (subsection 4.5). 

Table 3, at the end of this section, is the compendium of the taxonomy we propose. It sums up 

all the reviewed studies that met the methodological and operational requirements mentioned above 

—multidimensionality, operationality, transferability, and immediate usability— and summarizes 
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the main concerning information we took into consideration to categorize and compare methods. 

Therefore, Table 3 should be seen both as the primary output of this work and a guide to help readers 

follow our line of argumentations throughout the text.  

4.1. Factors of Walkability 

Taking into consideration the conceptual categorizations proposed in the literature, we grouped 

features of urban environment into four families of indicators: (1) efficiency and comfort; (2) safety 

security and certainty; (3) pleasantness; and (4) attractiveness. These we believe summarized the 

environmental aspects at different scales that most influence the susceptibility of urban space to be 

walked, and, what is more important, to enhance the potential of the built environment to enable the 

majority of people to effectively “use” the city and its opportunities starting from the (differential) 

individual abilities of people [77,78]. The defined families of factors are not mutually exclusive as 

they gather together distinct but complementary attributes that contribute to the assessment of 

pedestrian accessibility.  

The taxonomy of four families we propose is based on the nature of the variables commonly 

used in assessment. So, “efficiency and comfort” encompass topological characteristics of the road 

network and spatial qualities that contribute to physical ease; “safety, security and certainty” refers 

to perceptible and physically measurable attributes of the walked environment that affect people’s 

perception of being protected from traffic and crime and of being walking in the right direction; 

“pleasantness” relates to the sense of enjoyment and satisfaction transmitted by the urban-design 

qualities people experience while walking; and, finally, “attractiveness” refers to the land use 

patterns and to the number, class, and location of urban attractors and opportunities.  

In Table 2 we offer a description of the main factors considered for each family and provide some 

examples of the most widely used indicators found in the literature with their respective references.  

Table 2. Factors of walkability. 

Family Description Examples of Factors/Indicators References 

Efficiency & Comfort 

Convenience and ease 

of walking and freedom 

from hardship and 

constraints. Includes 

physical features that 

influence practically the 

use of urban space by 

foot, both as supporters 

and detractors.  

Cost expressed in distance, time, 

directness and continuity of route, 

path slope, sidewalk width, 

presence of shelters and shade, 

sedibility, street lighting, pavement 

maintenance, signalization and 

information, accessibility by 

different transport modes, number 

and time frequency of transit 

service, availability of parking 

facilities  

[2,7,60,66,69,79–83] 

Safety, Security, 

Certainty 

Exposure of pedestrians 

to traffic risk (including 

factors of conflicts and 

interference or 

protection) and the 

personal sense of 

security and certainty 

transmitted by urban 

environment. 

Car traffic volume, design speed of 

the route, on-street parking, 

geometry of crossings and facilities 

for pedestrians at crossings, 

coexistence or conflicts with other 

modes (separation features, traffic 

calming measures, surface texture, 

signalization), transparency and 

permeability of built environment, 

presence and type of activities, 

hours of operation, street lighting, 

landmarks, crime/police presence, 

[2,24,48,60,66,69,80–84] 
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urban space maintenance, 

cleanliness, pedestrian activity and 

natural surveillance. 

Pleasantness 

Sense of place and 

“vibrant atmosphere” 

infused by urban space 

which encourage 

pedestrian to spend 

time in.  

Site atmosphere, aesthetic of places, 

architectural and landscape design, 

scenery, cleanliness, pedestrian 

activity, noise level, transparency 

and permeability of built 

environment, urban texture.  

[2,7,12,60,66,69,80,82,83] 

Attractiveness 

Presence, type and level 

of urban opportunities 

and services achievable 

and reachable by foot.  

Number, density, size, diversity 

(land use mix, entropy index), hours 

of operation, frequency service of 

human activities. 

[1,2,12,33,34,62-64,69,80,83] 

We classified each family of features with respect to (see Table 3):  

 The level of exhaustiveness (*basic, **medium, or ***high, depending on the number and variety 

of attributes considered); 

 The type of data (objective measures (M), evaluative judgment (J) or hedonic state (H)); 

 The method of data collection (direct survey (D) or provided by external sources (E) such as 

census database, open data, user generated contents apps); scale of observation (street level, 

block, census tract, catchment area, neighborhood, city-level). These qualities were used 

respectively as indicators of multidimensionality, accuracy and precision of the measurement 

method and its suitability. 

According to the basic subdivision into four families of factors, the selected walkability 

evaluation methods revealed that even though, overall, many studies of walkability transversally 

touch all the families, thus proving to adopt a multidimensional approach, single methods differ in 

the emphasis given to certain families and in the way of operationalizing the measurement. Some 

studies focus mainly on the safety and efficiency of space [81,85], others look at the attractiveness of 

the city [1,28] and still others are more sensitive to pleasantness [7,10,86,87]. 

Moreover, depending on the study the same variable can support different interpretation. For 

example, street lighting contributes to enhance the sense of security of walking along the street 

[2,32,63,66,69,82] and makes the same street more comfortable as well [60]. Road trees offer comfort 

from the sun [30,60], make the roadscape more pleasant [66,68], and enhance the imageability of the 

road.  

Operational and methodological choices are influenced by the double nature of the variables 

interested in the walkability measurement. Many of the selected studies resort to objective variables 

(M), that is observable data (characteristics, phenomena, resources, individual status) that can be 

measured objectively by anybody with standard and replicable protocols (for example geometry and 

design of streets, volume of cars and users). This methodological preference responds to the 

requirements of transparency and reproducibility of the methods in different urban contexts. The use 

of subjective variables which encompass evaluative judgments (J) (personal opinion about a 

phenomena, resource, service, ….) and hedonic states (H) (personal state of pleasure or satisfaction 

of individuals), are most often restricted to the phase of model validation, being such type of 

information more appropriate to explain the meaning of the collected quantitative data. Emery, 

Crump and Bors [84], for example, tested the reliability and validity of their assessment instrument 

of the suitability of sidewalks for walking by comparing the final score resulting by an on field audit 

method applied to a sample of 31 road segments with the evaluation of the conditions of the same 

roads expressed by a panel of experts based on a seven-point Likert response system. Likewise, in 

order to reduce arbitrariness in the determination of the weights of built environment variables 
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included in composite measures of walkability, Ruiz-Padillo et al. [50] proposed a method based on 

the comparison of three different type of decision analysis techniques (fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy 

Process, Kendall rank correlation method, and six different Social Choice Functions). Nonetheless, a 

number of studies, especially in the field of active living, resort to subjective interpretations of 

quantitative physical features usually obtained through survey questionnaires [42,45,88,89]. 

However, the elaboration of subjective indexes can be difficult to understand for non-expert analysts 

and may be costly and time consuming. To overcome these problems, Boulange et al. [22], adapted 

the CommunityViz 5.1 system to develop a multipurpose and versatile GIS-based planning support 

system to be used for walkability assessment of an area and for the estimation of how the area will 

change under various urban development scenarios 

With regard to the scale of observation, the inclusion in walkability measures of many of the 

mentioned environmental factors requires a micro-level analysis, a deep and detailed observation of 

the physical space, and a particular attention in the aggregation and transformation of data [2,79]. 

However, fine-grain observation is resource- and time-consuming. In this sense, the possibility for 

analytical and measurement methods to be automatized by use of ICT and GIS applications 

represents an important advancement for a systematic implementation of such instruments in 

planning and design decision making. Giles-Corti et al. [90], designed an open-source user-friendly 

tool to assess urban walkability with the aim to assist policy-makers to evaluate and monitor planning 

and policy decisions and to support practitioners in advanced measurement of neighborhood 

attributes using data sourced from official portals. 

4.2. Profiling  

Model profiling, intended as the inclusion of information about categories of users in diverse 

stages of the evaluation process, represents another important requirement for the effectiveness of 

walkability assessment methods. This is an especially relevant feature for capability-centered 

planning support tools meant to assist planners, architects, and decision-makers to define and discuss 

design interventions and measures for a more accessible and inclusive urban environment. The 

understanding of the needs, attitudes, and preference of different categories of people becomes 

fundamental for the design of walkable urban settings (endowed) with physical and functional 

attributes that enable persons with different characteristics and abilities to freely choose and exercise 

their functionings [13]. Improving pedestrian accessibility level and quality represents one step 

towards this goal [77,78].  

For this reason, the consideration for user profiling (the column “Profiling” in Table 3) was 

included in our examination of the walkability evaluation methods. 

Most of the studies on urban walkability elaborate methods aiming to analyze accessibility with 

respect to a specific goal (category of people, type of activity). A number of studies refer to specific 

segments of the population, with the predominance of children and the elderly [27,39], while 

variables concerning socio-economic status (e.g. car ownership, income), gender, age, or personal 

abilities and disabilities, when included, are used as covariates. For example, once they had defined 

the relative importance of walkability variables, Ruiz-Padillo et al. [50] resorted to stratifications of 

values for gender, age, number of walking trips per week, and number of cars owned. In this way 

certain similarities or differences among groups of people become visible and could be addressed to 

planning interventions. A profiling procedure was adopted by Moura et al. [81], who developed a 

walkability measure for distinct pedestrian groups (adults, children, seniors, and impaired mobility 

pedestrians) with the aim to evaluate the ease or difficulty of walking and to support policies and 

actions towards more inclusive pedestrian environment.  

4.3. Aggregation Model  

The aggregation model (the column “Aggregation” in Table 3) describes how the factors of 

walkability are combined in the evaluation model to yield aggregate indices and assessments. We 

distinguish aggregation models into compensatory and non-compensatory. The former allows for the 

performances over attributes to be compensated among each other. Compensatory models include 
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linear (L, i.e., weighted sum) and nonlinear (NL) combinations of attributes. Many studies construct 

the final indexes based on additive models. They consist of composite measures of walkability 

obtained by summing and standardizing objective and subjective attributes of the built environment, 

with the “3Ds” of Cervero and Kockelman [63] used as the basis, enriched from case to case with 

further factors [4,32,44,53,69]. 

Some, but not many, methods do try to avoid (complete) compensation among criteria by 

adopting some non-compensatory (NC) aggregation models. An example is given by the authors of 

[91], who used a “nested” ELECTRE TRI model to assess the walkability from a microanalysis of the 

available opportunities in space and of the features of the street network, its environmental and 

design aspects. 

4.4. Spatial Scale of Results 

The spatial scale of the evaluation results (the column “Spatialization” in Table 3) is another 

criterion we considered relevant. It influences the detail of the visualization and the readability of the 

outputs, especially by non-experts. We distinguish between different spatial scales, considering the 

detail of the outputs: neighborhood level, block/census tract level, street level, and sub-street level 

(e.g., nodes, segments, pixels in a rasterization). The visualization of data and results encourages a 

more extensive adoption of walkability assessment methods so that they can be handled not 

exclusively by researchers and highly skilled urban and transport planners, but also by users with 

basic spatial awareness skills such as politicians and decision-makers.  

Many of the analyzed methods offered a spatialization of results which differ for the scale of 

representation. The Neighborhood Environment Walkability Survey (NEWS) index [4,35,42,44,56,87] 

and the walkability planning support system of Boulange et al. [22] offered a final measure of 

walkability at the neighborhood level, while the outputs of Glazier et al. [31] and Giles-Corti et al. 

[90] are referred to census tracts. A deeper level of detail is observed by other studies whose final 

measures concern road [7,68,81] and sub-street levels (e.g., nodes, segments of roads, pixels in a 

rasterization) [10,62,92,93]. 

Examples are given by Walkscore (http://www.walkscore.com/) and Walkshed 

(http://www.walkshed.org/), two tools notable for their user-friendly interface and for easy and 

dynamic representation of the spatial data. Walkscore produces heat maps that may be used by the 

analysts of the real-estate market, public health, and urban planners. Walkshed not only generates 

heat maps, but also calculates one’s own walkability score, by allowing the user to define priorities 

(weights) of different types of destinations distributed in space.  

The spatialization of results and the possibility to handle spatial scales facilitates the recognition 

of differences among places, parts of the city, and single roads segments. These qualities turn out to 

be particularly useful to detect spatial and social inequalities and pinpoint the consequent 

improvement actions.  

Su et al. [68] developed an auditing street walkability method whose results helped planners to 

identify social inequalities in the accessibility to urban opportunities and to inform integrated land 

use and transport planning options to overcome disparities. 

4.5. Calibration and Validation 

Another criterion of our taxonomy is whether the method has been calibrated and validated, or 

if it is at least suggested how that can or should be done. This aspect is indicative of the validity and 

reliability of models and hence of their transferability. Calibration and validation are two different 

steps. Calibration allows us to estimate parameters (criteria, scales, weights, etc.) of the evaluation 

model, while validation is the comparison of results of a calibrated model against observed data. Both 

stages imply the comparison between the model and the real system observed. For this purpose, the 

availability and the quality of data used to describe the real functionality of the studied context 

becomes crucial.  
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We examined walkability studies and made a distinction based on the kind of data the authors 

use (or recommend using) for the calibration and validation: revealed behaviors (RB), stated 

preferences (SP), or a panel of experts (EX). 

Revealed behaviors are usually used to validate the results of the model (“where do people 

walk?”) and to derive the preferences (“which areas are the most walkable?”). They can be collected 

with different methods, like GPS tracking, accelerometers, surveys, and so on [12,31,56,80,93–95]. 

Stated preferences can be used and collected with audits, questionnaires, and interviews, and are 

useful to reveal (the stated) motives behind people’s choices.  

Several researches organize panels of experts (EX) in order to calibrate and validate the 

evaluation method. Among these, Ewing and Handy [12] involved specialists to define the set of 

variables as well as the possible methods of analysis of the urban walkability. Hajna et al. [32] found 

high correlation (Spearman coefficient) between on-site audit (made by trained research assistants) 

and GIS measures and concluded that the measures obtained with GIS can be used in place of labor 

intensive neighborhood auditing methods. Oswald Beiler and Philips [82] used the Analytic 

Hierarchy Process multicriteria decision-making method to rank pathways metrics based on their 

relevance and importance toward pedestrian improvement projects. A pairwise comparison survey 

was distributed to experts in order to determine the relative weights of factors that influence 

walkability.
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Table 3. Summary of reviewed studies 

Factors of Walkability Profiling 
Model 

Aggregation 
Spatialization 

Calibration/

Validation 
References 

Efficiency and 

Comfort 
Attractiveness Pleasantness 

Safety, Security 

Certainty 
Scale      

“3Ds” Indexes ●● M D;E ●●● M D;E ● M D ● M D neighborhood - L; NL - RB [1,63,64] 

AURIN Walkability Index Tool ●● M E ●● M E - - - - - - catchment area - L census tract EX [90] 

Behavioral Model of Environment ●● M D ●●● M D - - - ● M D census tract + NL - RB [34] 

CANVAS ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D census track - - - RB [80] 

Ewing Walkability Indicators ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D street - - - EX [12,79] 

Glazier Index of Walkability ●● M E ●● M E - - - ● M E census tract + L census tract RB [31] 

Greenness Score ● M D ●● M D ● M D - - - street; block - L point/cell - [92] 

Hajna Index of Walkability ●● M,J D;E ●● M,J D;E ● M D ●● M,J D;E street + L  EX [32] 

IAAPE Measure of Walkability ●●● M;J D ●● M,J D ●● M D ●●● M;J D street + L roads SP [81] 

Iacono’s Index ●● M D;E ●●● M D;E - - - - - - block - NL point/cell RB [33] 

IWI (Integrated Walkability Index) ●● M D ● M D ● M D ● M D street - L roads RB [68] 

LEED ND Walkability Section, LEED-NDW+ ●●● M D;E ●●● M D;E ●●● M D;E ●●● M D;E neighborhood - L - EX [69,96] 

NA Index ● M D ●●● M D - - - - - - cell  L point/cell EX [62] 

NEWS Index ● M E ●● M E - M E ● M E block + NL neighborhood RB [4,35,42,44,56,87] 

PCII ●●● M D;E ● M D;E ●●● M D;E ●●● M D;E street - L - EX [82] 

PEDS Audit ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D ●●● M D street - - - - [2] 

PIndex ●● M D;E ● M D - - - ●● M D neighborhood - L - - [85] 

Porta Walkability Indicators ●●● M D ●● M D ●●● M D ●● M D street - L roads - [7] 

Porto Alegre Walkability Index ●● J D ● J D - J D ●● J D neighborhood + L neighborhood SP [50] 

PWA Index Model ●●● J D ●● J D ●●● J D ●●● J D street - L path; neighborhood SP [60] 

Rogers Walkability Indicators ● J D ● J D ● J D ● J D neighborhood + - - - [58] 

SNAP Index ● M D;E ●● M D;E - - - - - - - + L - RB [46] 

SPACES ●●● M D;E ● M D;E ●●● M D;E ●●● M D;E street - - - EX;SP [67] 

Suitability Score ● M;J D - - - - - - ●●● M;J D street - L - EX [84] 

Handy and Tal’s Method ●● M E ● M E - - - - - - neighborhood - - - EX; RB [95] 

Walkability Explorer ●●● M,J D;E ●●● M,J D;E ●●● J D;E ●●● M,J D;E street - NL; NC  point/cell EX; SP [10,83] 

Walkability Planning Support System ●● M D ●● M D - - - - - - census tract - NL; neighborhood RB [22] 

Walkonomics ●●● M;J D;E ●●● M;J D;E ●●● M;J D;E ●●● M;J D;E street  L - SP [97] 

Walkscore Index ● M E ●● M E ●● M E ● M E street - NL point/cell RB [53,93] 

Walkshed ● M E ● M E - - - - - - street + L point/cell - [98] 
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Legend Factors of Walkability  Profiling  Model Aggregation Spatialization Calibration/Validation 
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5. Discussion  

As previously stated, the recourse to our taxonomy is strictly functional to our primary intent to 

offer a methodological guidance to the operational use of walkability evaluation as decision and 

design support tool for urban planning practice. Indeed, the usability and suitability of the 

measurement methods are profoundly influenced by the availability and the quality of data (source, 

type, level of detail, method of collection), as well as by the capacity of analysis and interpretation of 

the metrics (aggregation model, spatialization, profiling, calibration and validation).  

The examination of methods and tools revealed a distinction between those directed to the 

academics and those more directed to the practitioners, with the former group prevailing. This goes 

hand-in-hand with the propensity of scholars for innovating, advancing and refining models, with 

the aim of enhancing their precision and reliability, which comes sometimes to the detriment of 

simplicity of use and interpretation of results. However, the complexity sometimes undermines the 

direct practical applicability of methods. At the same, time methods which are more suitable for non-

experts tend to simplify to the detriment of precision and specificity. The attempts of some 

researchers to compensate this unbalance should guide further work in this field.  

With regard to the attributes of methods considered in our taxonomy, the completeness of the 

walkability factors included in the evaluation method is fundamental to ensure multidimensionality, 

but constitutes a challenge for two main reasons: (1) the set of factors adopted differs from method 

to method, making comparison difficult; (2) data collection is a time- and resource-consuming 

activity.  

Despite the extensive and creative development of walkability analytical models, there is no 

universal consensus about an exhaustive set of criteria to consider. The four families of environmental 

factors considered in our taxonomy encompass the most occurring and objectively measurable 

aspects included in walkability evaluation. They have to be intended as indicative qualities to regard, 

then, the specific variables used can differ, depending on the perspective and the targets of each 

study, program duration, available funding, etc. For example, health-oriented studies focus most on 

environmental determinants of walking and prefer objective measures while the models developed 

by transport and land use researchers consider spatial features that affect the safety and convenience 

of paths and give emphasis to the experience of walking as well by combining quantitative and 

qualitative variables. 

A second challenge is related to the large effort that direct data collection requires. The examined 

methods presented a prevalent tendency to collect data in the field, although a number combine 

external sources data gathering (mainly from open source datasets) with direct collection. Many 

recent tools resort to some form of automated data collection and big data analytics. We believe 

automation represents one of the new frontiers of the research on walkability models [21]. 

The increasing use of open geodata contributes to broadening the availability and accessibility 

of basic information, making data collection and analysis procedures simpler and replicable. Spatial 

web services and social network platforms for example enable the collection of both objective and 

subjective data more quickly and easily. New and growingly ubiquitous technologies (e.g., GPS 

tracking, sensors, social networks data, open data) are useful tools for conferring smartness to 

decision-support tools and urban policy making. Such technologies can support the collection of 

information on the micro-level that cannot be gathered without expensive efforts by simple audit 

tools or existing administrative datasets. In sum, open source geodata and software increase both the 

operationality and usability of walkability assessment methods. The ability to encompass and 

integrate both objective and subjective information is another important requirement of walkability-

oriented planning support systems. Our investigation has shown that subjective data are usually 

used for model calibration and validation, while the attempt to customize the analytical and 

assessment functions as well as the results according to the intrinsic characteristics of the users 

(profile of individuals or social groups) and places (catchment areas, neighborhoods, city, regions) is 

limited only to a few tools analyzed. The analyzed tools were lacking in this aspect. Future work 

should give more emphasis to the attributes of target populations (habits, sociocultural peculiarities, 
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attitudes, preferences) and to the geographical context (information on geographical setting and its 

characteristics) in order to better identify singularities and differences to take into account in the 

evaluation and to make the models more reliable and complete.  

The ability to spatialize and visualize data and results, as well as the possibility to dynamically 

interact with the analytical and evaluation model by increasing precision or introducing new 

functionalities, make some instruments more suitable to support effectively planning and design 

processes and give a real contribution to the improvement of spatial behaviors and quality of life. In 

this regard, the most promising fields of research are about the above-mentioned technological 

advancements in data capturing and processing and in the representation and communication of 

outcomes [22]. For example, the availability of visual support by mean of maps and diagrams, 

interactive interfaces, visual scenario representation, makes it easier to pinpoint spatial and social 

inequalities in the distribution of pedestrian accessibility, or give immediate evidence of the impact 

of specific choices. It can support actors in prioritizing decisions on pedestrian accessibility and assist 

in the allocation of funding. In such ways, decision-support methods enhance their communicative 

value by becoming easier to understand and interpret by non-experts. 

Finally, the scale of aggregation of data, results, and outcomes is also important, as it allows 

planners and researchers to manage different levels of detail and different views of the study context, 

thus revealing relationships, correspondences, or mismatches among factors of walkability and the 

dimensions of the city. 

6. Conclusions and Recommendation for Future Work 

In this paper we have presented a survey of operational approaches for measuring urban 

walkability, which are potentially useful as tools for urban decision and design support. We have 

developed a taxonomy for the comparison of different evaluation methods. The taxonomy, besides 

proposing a way to systematize the state-of-the-art research on walkability, also offers a set of 

requirements that we suggest a decision and design support tool should have in order to effectively 

incorporate the paradigm of urban walkability into urban planning and design strategies, whilst 

being sensitive to sustainable concerns and attentive to the interaction inhabitant-city. 

The study presents limitations. First, the reviewed models apply a wide variety of approaches 

of conceptualizing and operationalizing urban walkability. This inevitably led to a lack of uniformity 

among methods, which makes comparison difficult. For this reason, the discussion on selected 

methods was not based on the specific outcomes and on their reliability, but instead on how the 

model is structured according to its adherence to the requirements we adopted for decision-support 

purposes (multidimensionality, operationality, transferability, and immediate usability). 

Second, but strictly connected to the first point, for several selected methods, the data used are 

not easily available and accessible. This may sometimes cloud the full understanding of how the tool 

works, and how its methodology and outputs may be validated. For this reason, a broader 

willingness of researchers to make the data and the data processing code and routines available needs 

to be encouraged in the future.  

One last observation goes to the future challenges in urban accessibility analysis and evaluation. 

The methods analyzed in this paper can be conceived as planning-support tools, as they assist policy-

makers in facing long-range problems and developing strategies for the territory. However, we 

believe that such decision-support methods should go beyond the analysis and assessment of space 

(either objectively measured and evaluated subjectively), making the analytic process more flexible 

and inventive, for example by revealing unprecedented sets of alternatives to the decision problem 

unexpected at the beginning of the policy-making cycle. This creative effort is one of the new 

challenges not only for urban planning but for the whole public policy field. In conclusion, we hope 

that the proposed taxonomy of walkability assessment methods can represent a methodological and 

operational aid for planning researchers, urban analysts, and decision-makers involved in the 

formulation of policy strategies aimed at enhancing the walkability and the quality of urban space. 
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